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Preface 

March, 2015. I was in the city of Miniami(-)soma (“southern” part of 
Soma region), Fukushima, on a preparatory trip for students’ field training 
in the coming summer. 

Looking out from the hotel window in the evening, I was struck by 
the fact that there was no sound, nor a shadow of a person, around the JR 
Haranomachi station. The station was on Joban Line, which was made 
intermittent and paralyzed by tsunami in the north and by the nuclear 
power plant accident in the south; Haranomachi station was the southern 
end of the only four functioning stations in the area. Then I was struck by 
the abnormality of Tokyo, where lights glitter and trains packed by people 
run until after midnight, all by the electricity sent from Fukushima. 

Cultural anthropology may be “useless” in reconstructing 
disaster-affected areas. Culture, however, means an integration of 
everything ordinary and indispensable for local residents. If an unexpected 
disaster washes away everything ordinary and indispensable, how does a 
community retrieve them? Standing by and recoding the process of the 
retrieval means being a witness of history; and we wanted to be ones. 

Hara(-no-)machi ward, Minamisoma was chosen for two reasons. 
First, it is the nearest habitable big town to the power plant accident site, 
and the city center. Second, the ward or the city is famous for a traditional 
festival Noma’oi, which I learned only after 2011. Ironically, the disaster 
turned mass media’s eyes to the festival, giving me a chance to know the 
festival and the city. 

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to countless people 
whom we met in Minamisoma, Soma, Shinchi-machi and other places. 
Especially I thank the city of Minamisoma, which enabled us to stay in a 
municipal apartment during busy Noma’oi period. 

Last, I would like to thank my students for participating in this field 
trip, despite their initial hesitation they might have had to visit the 
disaster-affected area, even if 4 years after. I sincerely wish that you all 
enhance a life-long tie with Fukushima. 

 Etsuko Kato 
March 2016 
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　　　林沙也香

　　　上村史佳

　　　佐藤茂毅

　　　篭原怜那

　　　村岡美和

　　　松尾彩花

　　　小林美紗子

　　　大岡幹  

　　　榊原優希

　　　原田京佳
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南相馬市 地図 

実習中に滞在していた南相馬市の 

思い出深い場所を紹介します。 
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